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Rapid Prototyping a Virtual Fire Drill Environment

using Computer Game Technology∗

Shamus P. Smith†, David Trenholme

Durham University, Durham DH1 3LE

United Kingdom

Abstract

Conducting fire evacuation drills in modern buildings under realistic fire conditions can be

difficult. Typical fire drills do not feature dynamic events such as smoke filled corridors, fires in

unexpected places or blocked fire exits that require on the spot decisions from evacuees. One

alternative is the use of virtual environments. Virtual environments can support the training and

observation of fire evacuee behaviours in 3D virtual buildings. However complex virtual

environments can be difficult to build. This paper explores how the reuse of computer game

technology can aid in the rapid prototyping of virtual environments which can be populated with

fire drill evacuation scenarios. Over a three week period, a single developer constructed a realistic

model of a real world building to support virtual fire drill evaluations. While participants in a user

study found the simulated environment realistic, performance metrics indicated clustering in the

results based on participants previous gaming experience.

Keywords: Virtual reality; Virtual fire drill; Fire evacuation; Game engines; Rapid prototyping;

Evaluation.

1 Introduction

Conducting fire evacuation drills in modern buildings under realistic fire conditions can be difficult [11].

During fire drills, building occupants typically exit at a leisurely pace, without having to deal with

panic inducing events such as smoke filled corridors, fires in unexpected places or blocked fire exits. Ko

et al. [15] observe that there “is always an uncertainty regarding the exact situation evacuees would

find themselves in an emergency evacuation”. In addition, fire evacuation drills are either considerably
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disruptive when they occur unannounced or tediously uneventful if routinely practiced [30]. There has

been considerable work done on modelling human behaviour in response to fire events (for recent

examples see [10, 20, 24, 26, 32, 45]) but detailed evacuation behaviour of individual building occupants

can be somewhat unpredictable [27, 30].

One alternative is the use of virtual environments to simulate fire evacuation scenarios. However

building realistic virtual environments is a complex, expensive and time consuming process [17, 31, 37].

In addition to generating virtual object models [14], for example buildings and scenery, a developer

must also manage support for user interaction [5], any dynamic or world behaviours that are required,

for example collision detection, and any non-visual features of the virtual world, for example audio

cues [25]. Although virtual environment development toolkits are available, many only provide a subset

of the tools needed to build complete virtual worlds [4]. Some features of virtual worlds such as wind,

fire, smoke and water, and the provision for embodied autonomous agents [1], are particularly hard to

simulate. In addition, virtual environment toolkits often require additional programming skills and a

substantial time investment on the part of the developer.

In recent years, work in the video game and virtual reality industries has been overlapping [2, 47].

The current generation of computer games present realistic virtual worlds featuring user friendly

interaction and the simulation of real world phenomena, for example gravity. Using computer games as

the basis for virtual environment development has a number of advantages. Computer games are

robust and extensively tested [18], both for usability and performance, work on off-the-shelf

systems [31] and can be easily disseminated, for example via online communities. Many computer game

developers support modification of their game environments by releasing level editors, i.e. to modify

the game environment, and tools to edit the game behaviour. This allows the reuse of the underlying

game engine technology, including 3D rendering, 2D drawing, sound, user input and world

physics/dynamics [19]. These advanced features allow game engines to create realistic simulations and

the modular nature of game engines means they are general enough to be adapted for different games

or applications, which allow them to be reused [19].

This paper describes the use of commercial off-the-shelf computer game development tools to

rapidly develop a virtual environment to test fire drill behaviours in a 3D virtual model of a real world

building. We explored how reusing computer game technology can simplify the modelling of virtual

buildings, the generation of effects such as fire and smoke - which are typically difficult to program -

and the inclusion of realistic audio cues, such as fire alarms. A user study was conducted in three fire

drill scenarios to evaluate the usability and realism of the developed virtual environment.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes related work and Section 3 defines a

number of computer game technologies that were considered. Section 4 describes the development of
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the virtual fire drill environment and Section 5 outlines the evaluation study. The results of the

evaluation study are described in Section 6, followed by a discussion in Section 7. Conclusions and

future work are presented in Section 8.

2 Related Work

There are three areas of related work relevant to the research presented here; model-based fire

evacuation tools, virtual reality for fire evacuation simulation and the reuse of computer game

technology.

2.1 Model-based Fire Evacuation Tools

Fires in buildings and enclosed areas are a high consequence hazard that can result in the loss of life.

Therefore there is continuing interest in the use of computer simulations to identify preventative

measures for fire risks. This includes simulations and tools to support (i) human behaviour modelling

in the presence of fires and other dangers such a terrorist threats, (ii) the design and operation of

structures in the presence of fires, and (iii) modelling the spread of fire and smoke1.

It is common for mathematical models to be used to simulate the evacuation of large numbers of

individuals from enclosed spaces. One example of this is the EXODUS system [8]. EXODUS is based

on an expert system that predicts the motion and behaviour of individuals with a set of heuristic rules.

The system uses the interaction of several subsystems, namely movement, behaviour, passenger, hazard

and toxicity, to predict evacuation results. Recent updates to the system have included the capability

to model the impact of smoke, heat and toxic gases on the physical abilities of evacuees and to allow

the modelling of adaptive behaviour from the simulated evacuees, for example modified behaviour

based on an evacuees’ familiarity with the building they are in [10].

Shen [32] considers the Evacuation Simulation Model (ESM), which is a network model consisting

of stocks - representing rooms, corridors etc. - and flows - passages between objects represented by

stocks. ESM can simulate the optimised evacuation, the phased evacuation and the evacuability of a

building, as the percentage of successful evacuees to the total occupants. Therefore, ESM can evaluate

the evacuation safety of buildings. ESM is a useful tool for evaluating evacuation performance and the

safety of a building because of its flexibility and other features, such as tracing the movement of

occupants and predicting possible victims. Also see [44] where simulation efficiency is considered in

modelling buildings with a fine grain representation of zones of interest, for example the fire floor, and

1A full summary of computer simulations for building evacuation is outside the scope of the current paper and the
reader is directed to [11, 44].
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a more course grain representation for the remain parts of the building.

Johnson [12] describes the use of the Glasgow Evacuation Simulator (GES) which was specifically

developed to model the behaviour of large groups of people. In [12] the GES is used in the context of

terrorist threats which has many commonalities to fire evacuation modelling, for example from

modelling the evacuation of spectators from an indoor event to modelling security staff as an analogy

to fire rescue teams. Johnson and Nilsen-Nygaard [13] consider evacuation simulators in the context of

counter terrorism, and in particularly in modelling of human behaviour in response to improvised

explosive devices. An important benefit of such tools is that they can be used to explore alternate

intervention strategies as part of the training and planning of emergency service teams [13].

Metro station fire safety analysis in China is considered in [46]. The simulated analysis of

occupant evacuation from metro stations can provide a reference for both the design and safe operation

of metro stations. Through simulations, a benchmark for the evacuation of deeply buried metro

stations has been developed to show minimum requirements for occupant safety based on predictions of

the quality of smoke produced.

Qin et al. [28] consider how numerical simulations play an important role in investigating the

spread of smoke in large buildings. They note that smoke is often the main cause of deaths in an

indoor fire. In the context of a fire in an atrium, [28] describes different natural and mechanical smoke

exhaust systems.

Fire simulation can also be an important tool for fire investigation. Shen et al. [33] observe how

fire simulation tools can “reconstruct fire processes, explain fire development and demonstrate smoke

movement through describing the configuration of fuel, effects of ventilation, design of the building, the

impact of manual or automatic systems and fire source.” Fire scene reconstruction supported by

computer simulation can provide information for fire investigators in a way that is not easily supported

through traditional fire scene investigation techniques.

The majority of fire evacuation simulators are used to predict evacuee behaviour or to critique the

layout of buildings or other environments that require emergency evacuation. In order to argue for

realism in the simulations, the rules governing the simulated evacuees’ behaviour are typically

compared to other models [20, 44], to government evacuation requirements [46], to data of actual

evacuations [8, 10] or through comparison to known evacuee behaviours [13, 24, 26, 45]. In contrast,

the work here considers fire evacuation in the context of simulated fire drills. We are interested in

evaluating the evacuee behaviour of actual humans to simulated fire threats. However, conducting fire

evacuation drills in modern buildings under realistic fire conditions can be difficult. One alternative is

the use of virtual reality simulations with actual human participants.
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2.2 Virtual Reality for Fire Evacuation Simulation

Ren et al. [30, 29] present a virtual environment developed to simulate the evacuation of an

underground station. The article highlights two main reasons why evacuation may fail: poor layout of

the building or improper action taken by occupants due to panic or unfamiliarity with evacuation

procedures. Virtual environment training can be used to help identify problems with layout and help

familiarise occupants with evacuation routines, which would be dangerous and expensive in a real

building. The virtual environment was developed in Vega2, a real-time scene simulation platform.

However, Ren et al. [30] observe that Vega did not provide a complete set of the features needed to

build virtual worlds and separate software was needed to model the 3D building, in Multigen Creator3,

and generating fire/smoke effects, in the Fire Dynamics Simulator4.

Louka and Balducelli [21] describe the use of virtual reality technology in the context of

emergency operation support and training as the only feasible alternative to full-scale fire tests inside

tunnels. Data relating to the simulation can be managed by a single database and other simulation

tools, e.g. for fire and smoke, can act on this data. Louka and Balducelli [21] discuss the different types

of hardware and software available and how they can affect presence [36], the degree to which the user

accepts the computer generated experience as real, and immersion, which depends on the hardware

being used. A distinction is made between virtual reality training simulators - where the knowledge

encoded in such systems is only used to present a realistic environment to move around in - and

training systems - where training functionality is integrated, which guides the user to teach a correct

procedure or remedy incorrect actions. By this classification, the system considered in the work

described here is a virtual reality training simulator.

A virtual reality based feasibility study of evacuation time is compared to a traditional,

mathematical, method for calculating evacuation planning in [34]. A virtual reality model of a building

is created, using 3D WebMaster, to compare time/reactions of a user to that calculated mathematically,

in a number of different scenarios, e.g. with and without smoke/signs. The study concluded that a

virtual reality simulation is a viable alternative to traditional calculation methods in evaluating zoning

plans, evacuation times and location of exits. In addition to showing that virtual environments are

useful in this kind of application, Shih et al. [34] demonstrate that a virtual environment can help

provide results that might not otherwise be predicted by mathematical calculations.

Tang et al. [41] describe the use of a virtual environment to investigate the influence of various

emergency signs in aiding way-finding behaviours of building users in the event of an emergency. Three

2http://www.multigen.com/products/runtime/vega prime/ [last access 12/11/2008].
3http://www.multigen.com/products/database/creator/index.shtml [last access 12/11/2008].
4http://www.fire.nist.gov/fds/ [last access 12/11/2008].
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scenarios were tested with old-version emergency signs, new-version emergency signs and a control

group with no emergency signs. The groups without signs took far longer to exit the virtual building

and there were gender differences in way-finding ability with males exhibiting better way-finding skills.

There is little information in the paper about the virtual environment apart from that it was developed

in Quest 3D5, a commercial tool for creating real-time 3D applications.

In contrast to actual fire drills, virtual environment overcome the disadvantages of high cost, poor

repetitiveness and danger [29]. However the development of realistic virtual environments themselves

can be a complex, expensive and time consuming process. In addition, developing virtual environments

typically requires a number of specialist developer skills and access to, and the integration of, multiple

sub components. For example the system described in [29] requires access and knowledge of (i) Vega, a

real-time scene simulation platform, (ii) Multigen Creator, a 3D modeller used for the virtual building,

(iii) Fire Dynamics Simulator, used to provide fire science support, and (iv) Visual C++.Net, for

custom code development.

The work in this paper investigates an alternative approach in the reuse of computer game assets

and the use of existing off-the-shelf game engines to rapidly develop and support fire drill simulations.

This follows recent trends in the reuse of computer game technology in non-game applications.

2.3 Computer Game Technology Reuse

Mac Namee et al. [22] describe the development of Serious Gordon, a virtual environment to teach food

safety. The Source engine developed by Valve Corporation6, used in the game Half-Life27, was reused

in the construction of the environment. Mac Namee et al. [22] discuss how particular attention was

paid to the story of the game to provide an interesting scenario that was also realistic and covered the

necessary learning outcomes. Also they provide an overview of how game play elements from the base

game, Half-Life2, that were deemed unnecessary were removed and other game assets were modified.

The major challenge identified was the need to balance the competing goals to teach and to entertain.

A modification of Quake III Arena8 was used to test the suitability of using computer games for

psychological experimenting. Frey et al. [7] found that using virtual environments to collect data can

compromise the internal validity of the data as some people have previous experience with virtual

environments, e.g. people who play computer games. An investigation was carried out to see if training

in a virtual environment can help reduce these individual differences in user performance and through

the modification of Quake III Arena, several virtual environments were built. Frey et al. [7] found that,

5http://www.quest3d.com/ [last access 12/11/2008].
6http://www.valvesoftware.com [last access 12/11/2008].
7http://www.Half-Life2.com/ [last access 12/11/2008].
8http://www.idsoftware.com/games/quake/quake3-arena/ [last access 12/11/2008].
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after training, the performance of non-players and inexperienced players had improved to a greater

extent than that of experienced players which partially removed the differences in performance due to

previous experience.

The use of game engines in producing a visual walkthrough application for a virtual office is

described in [35]. The virtual office was designed in a 2D CAD application before being converted to

3D and imported into UnrealED, the map/level editor for the Unreal Engine game engine9.

Shiratuddin and Thabet [35] note several advantages of using game engines for creating virtual

walkthroughs, such as low cost, network support, collision detection, support for a high frame rate and

relatively low hardware requirements. Also they note that the use of a 3D game engine can greatly

improve real-time walkthrough experiences as needed in virtual reality applications.

Bell and Fogler [3] describe an ongoing project to create a series of virtual reality based

simulations for laboratory accidents using a variety of different platforms. The project is based on the

idea that real life experiences of lab safety procedures and accidents will have a greater impact than

just reading rules and guidelines. Since it is too expensive and dangerous to simulate this in real life, a

virtual reality simulation is used to be as close as possible to real life experiences. One of the scenarios,

the proper storage of chemicals, has been implemented using the Half-Life10 game engine. The

Half-Life game engine was suitable in this case because it is easily modified, provides sophisticated

lighting effects, can trigger actions by user movement and show explosions.

3 Computer Game Technology

A number of computer game developers provide tools, documentation and source code, either with the

game itself or separately available, so that end-users can create new content for the game called a mod

or modification [9]. For example, users can create new levels, maps, items or characters and add them

into the game, known as a partial conversion, or create an entirely new game by altering the games

source code, know as a total conversion.

This section overviews several currently available game engines that are suitable for prototyping

virtual environments (also see [42]). Modern game engines have a modular structure so that they can

be reused for different games [19]. Computer games in the First Person Shooter (FPS) genre tend to

have the greatest capability and resources for modification, so this section will examine game engines

for this game genre. There is a wide selection of 3D game engines available for potential reuse11. Lewis

and Jacobson [19] observe that there are more than 600 commercial game engines. However, the game

9http://www.unrealtechnology.com/ [last access 12/11/2008].
10see http://www.valvesoftware.com/games.html [last access 12/11/2008].
11For a comprehensive database of 3D engines see http://www.devmaster.net/engines/ [last access 12/11/2008].
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engines considered here are those used in the most recently available commercial computer games, thus

representing more advanced technology which usually results in more realistic environments.

3.1 CryENGINE

The CryENGINE was created by software developers Crytek12 and used in the game Far Cry13

released in 2004. The CryENGINE supports a number of features that are useful for creating

immersive and realistic games and virtual environments, such as a real-time editor, dynamic lights, a

network system, an integrated physics system, shaders, shadow support and a dynamic music system.

The necessary development tools are integrated with the engine itself, including the CryENGINE

Sandbox world editing system. Licensed developers receive full source code and documentation for the

engine and tools14.

Advantages to using the CryENGINE include that the engine produces very high quality graphics

and visuals. The necessary development tools are provided with the engine and so can be accessed from

games that use the engine, such as Far Cry. Also, the Sandbox editor is a very intuitive tool as it edits

levels in real time, offering what you see is what you play feedback. Partial source code and

documentation is included with a freely downloadable SDK15. A disadvantage with this engine is that

it has high demands on supporting hardware requirements for the high quality visual and audio

components.

3.2 id Tech 3 Engine

The id Tech 3 engine is a game engine developed by id Software16 and was first used in the game

Quake III Arena17, released in 1999. Designed to be the ultimate multiplayer experience, Quake III

Arena has become a defacto standard for professional gamers and is the common choice for gaming

tournaments around the world.

Advantages to using this engine include that in addition to the Quake III game source code, the

engine source code has been released under the GNU General Public License (GPL). The availability of

the full source code provides more flexibility in the customisation of game environments. Additionally

there are a large number of tutorials and articles that have been written for this engine and with the

release of the source code in 2005, there is still an active development community. One disadvantage of

using this engine is that game engine technology has progressed greatly since its original release in

12http://www.crytek.com [last access 12/11/2008].
13http://www.farcry-thegame.com [last access 12/11/2008].
14http://www.crytek.com/technology/cryengine-2/specifications/ [last access 12/11/2008].
15http://crymod.com/filebase.php [last access 12/11/2008].
16http://www.idsoftware.com [last access 12/11/2008].
17http://www.idsoftware.com/games/quake/quake3-arena/ [last access 12/11/2008].
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1999, and more advanced engines are available for use [16].

3.3 id Tech 4 Engine

Developed by id Software, the id Tech 4 engine was first used in the game Doom 318. id Tech 4 was

previously known as the Doom 3 engine. The id Tech 4 engine provides several unique features, such as

a unified lighting paradigm, where every surface uses the same rendering pipeline, leading to visual

consistency and fully dynamic shadows. The engine also makes short map compilation times possible.

The level editor for this engine is built into games that use it and so can be accessed by anyone who

owns any of these games.

The main advantage of using the id Tech 4 engine is that it is a very powerful engine, capable of

producing realistic environments. Also, there is a large modding community, including a large number

of tutorials and articles are available. However, similar to CryENGINE (Section 3.1), the hardware

requirements of the engine are high, for example requirements for Doom 3 include: 100% DirectX 9.0b

compatible 64MB hardware accelerated video card, Pentium IV 1.5 GHz or Athlon XP 1500+

processor or higher, 384MB RAM, 2.2GB of uncompressed free hard disk space (plus 400MB for

Windows swap file) and 100% DirectX 9.0b compatible 16-bit sound card.

3.4 Jupiter Extended (EX)

Jupiter EX is the latest version of a multi-platform game engine and development kit developed by

Touchdown Entertainment19 and used for the game F.E.A.R20. Jupiter EX includes a set of content

creation tools, each with a different purpose. WorldEdit allows designers to create 3D environments

and add objects and lighting. ModelEdit allows the designer to optimise models so that they interact

correctly with the environment and other objects. FxEdit can create and modify visual effects, without

requiring re-compilation of the game, which increases the efficiency of the implement/test cycle for

special effects. Other tools include ArchiveEdit, a tool used to package game assets into one archive for

distribution and GDBEdit, the game database editor for changing things such as weapon damage, the

interface etc. without changing source code.

The advantages of modifying games that use the Jupiter EX engine include the high level of

graphical fidelity that can be achieved, which will improve realism and immersion. Also, support tools

required for modifying Jupiter EX games are available and logically separated into a number of

different applications and come with documentation. The main disadvantage is that the modding

18http://www.idsoftware.com/games/doom/doom3/ [last access 12/11/2008].
19http://www.touchdownentertainment.com/ [last access 12/11/2008].
20http://www.whatisfear.com [last access 12/11/2008].
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community is not as large for F.E.A.R, the most popular Jupiter EX game, as it is for other games

such as Half-Life2 or Unreal Tournament 2003/2004.

3.5 Source Engine

The Source Engine was developed by the Valve Corporation21 and is most notably used in games such

as Half-Life222 and Counter-Strike: Source23. The Source Engine features a high degree of modularity

and flexibility, lip synchronisation and facial expression technology and a realistic physics system. The

engine also supports particle effects, volumetric smoke and environmental effects such as fog and rain.

An advanced artificial intelligence system is provided which enables sophisticated character navigation,

enabling characters to run, jump, climb stairs etc.

The level editor that is used to produce levels for games using the Source Engine is the Valve

Hammer Editor, commonly referred to as Hammer. All the necessary tools for creating a mod and

game content, e.g. via Hammer, are included with the Source SDK, which is available after purchasing

a Source-based game, e.g. Half-Life2, and can be downloaded using Valve’s digital content delivery

service called Steam24. Documentation for the Source SDK is provided on the Valve Developer

Community25 wiki, which was created by Valve and is the definitive and most comprehensive source of

information on using the Source Engine.

3.6 Unreal Engine 2

A powerful and widely used game engine developed by Epic Games26, Unreal Engine 2 was used to

develop Unreal Tournament 200327 and its successor, Unreal Tournament 2004. UnrealEd 3, the level

editor, is included with Unreal Tournament 2003/2004. The engine supports high performance

rendering, advanced animation features and high-quality dynamic lighting.

Modification of games based on the Unreal Engine 2 is further supported by inclusion of sample

content and the source code for the engine and editor. The engine source code is written in C++. The

engine also includes a scripting language, UnrealScript, which can modify various aspects of the

gameplay28. Many resources are available for modifying Unreal Engine based games, including Epic’s

Unreal Developer Network (UDN)29, which is the official support site for licensees and mod developers

and provides technical documentation as well as tutorials for the Unreal Engine and UnrealEd.

21http://www.valvesoftware.com [last access 12/11/2008].
22http://www.Half-Life2.com/ [last access 12/11/2008].
23http://counter-strike.net/ [last access 12/11/2008]
24http://www.steampowered.com [last access 12/11/2008].
25http://developer.valvesoftware.com/ [last access 12/11/2008].
26http://www.epicgames.com/ [last access 12/11/2008].
27http://www.unrealtournament3.com/ [last access 12/11/2008].
28see http://www.unrealtechnology.com/ [last access [12/11/2008].
29http://udn.epicgames.com [last access 12/11/2008].
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3.7 Game Engine Selection

All the engines considered in this section are suitable for developing non-game virtual environments.

Lewis and Jacobson [19] note that in many cases it would be hard to imagine an application for which

one game engine would be suited and others not. Particle effects, which are needed to simulate fire and

smoke in the target virtual environment, are supported in all the engines considered. Also all the

engines provide some source code to users; usually partial source code that can be altered and

recompiled to affect the actual game play.

The Source engine was chosen for the fire evacuation simulator as it provides everything required

to produce a high quality virtual environment and has extensive support included with the Source

software developers kit (SDK), e.g. the world editor Hammer and the games source code. The technical

features of the Source engine were also more than adequate for the requirements of the problem

domain, e.g. support for particle effects such as fire and smoke and additional properties that are

particularly relevant to a fire drill simulator including allowing fire entities to ignite other fire entities,

giving the impression of a spreading fire, which will help increase the realism of the environment.

4 Virtual Fire Drill Environment

4.1 Building Layout

The building chosen to be modelled was the Computer Science department at Durham University. The

department building consists of three floors with a number of offices, meeting rooms and a reception on

the first floor. Three exits were identified: the main entrance on the ground floor, a rear exit on the

first floor and a connecting corridor between Computer Science and the Engineering department on the

second floor.

Floor plans of all three floors of the department were used to determine the layout and relative

scale of corridors, doors and rooms. Elements in the real building that would act as audio and visual

cues to someone during a fire evacuation were identified in the department and their positions added to

the plans so that they could be accurately included in the final model. These included fire alarm

triggers, fire alarm sirens, fire exit signs and fire extinguishers. Photographs of various areas of the

department were taken to aid texturing the 3D model.

4.2 Fire Simulation

One of the main features required of the game engine was support for fire and smoke effects. Using the

Source Engine and Hammer, this was accomplished by using fire entities, which are objects that
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generate fire at their origin and smoke effects above the flame. The smoke can be toggled on/off, the

height of the flame can be specified and fires can be set to have an infinite duration, i.e. fires that will

burn forever. Figure 1 shows views of the real building and the virtual building with a collection of fire

entities positioned close together.

Figure 1: Virtual model view (left) including fire entities and accompanying smoke and real world view
(right) of a stairwell.

The spread of fire through the virtual environment is an important part of the fire evacuation

simulations. This was achieved by placing several fire entities in close proximity to each other and only

igniting the fire entities at the fire start point. Although this did not produce a completely accurate

representation of how a fire might spread in a real building, it was a useful method for quickly

producing a fire that spreads over time.

4.3 3D Virtual Building Model

The main geometry for the model of the Computer Science department was created using Hammer, the

level editor for games using the Source engine (see Figure 2). The three main floors of the department

were created separately, using photographs and floor plans for reference. Most of the offices themselves

were not modelled, on the assumption that their doors would be locked and they would be unreachable

in the final model.

Once the level geometry was completed, basic object props were added to the model to make it

more accurately represent the department and increase its realism. Lights and light fittings were added

to the ceiling, chairs and other furniture, such as filing cabinets, corkboards and shelves, were placed in

appropriate places in the corridors (see Figure 3). Glass windows were added in some areas, such as the

main office reception.

Source engine games, such as Half-Life2, provide a number of resources that can be reused in their

modifications. However there was a problem with the story genre of the game being modified. Since

Half-Life2 is set in a futuristic, dystopian world, many of the props available to user modifications

reflect this, i.e. they appear damaged or “distressed” to some extent, and would look out of place in a

12



Figure 2: The completed model geometry in the Hammer editor.

Computer Science department. In some cases, this limited the assets that could be reused from the

original game and meant that new, customised media had to be created.

Figure 3: Virtual model (left) and real building (right) views of the Computer Science Department.

4.4 Fire Drill Evacuation Scenarios

Three fire drill evacuation scenarios were created. This was achieved by having three copies of the same

map, so that the 3D building model was identical in all three scenarios, but with fire entities placed in

different locations to define unique escape routes for each scenario. In each scenario, a trigger is placed

in the staffroom - on the top floor of the building - so that when the user enters, a timer will start and

the user is told to wait. Three seconds later, a fire breaks out triggering an audio cue fire alarm and

closing all the smoke stop doors in the corridors, which are initially open.

When the fire alarm sounds, the user is instructed to find an exit, and in doing so must navigate

through the virtual building avoiding any routes blocked by fire and smoke. There is only one viable
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exit in each scenario, which is only enabled once the fire starts. When the user reaches an exit, another

trigger causes the virtual environment to fade out and the user is informed of their success and the

scenario ends.

Explicit fire science, as found in fire evacuation simulators such as [10, 28, 33], is lacking from the

three scenarios. Due to the exploratory approach to the prototype development only limited fire and

smoke, as provided by the base game technology, was included. Smoke is explicitly linked to fire

entities so that where there are more fire entities there is thicker smoke. Also the fire entities were set

to expand as time progressed. Therefore users in the environment who returned to a fire site would find

both a larger fire and more smoke30.

The full 3D model and fire drill scenarios were completed in three weeks by a single developer (the

second author). This is indicative of the support provided by the game technology and the rapid

nature of reusing game assets. This allowed the developer to concentrate on the content construction

and the prototyping of the evacuation scenarios.

In all three scenarios, the user, navigating the building in first-person perspective, is the only

person in the virtual world. When evaluating the developed environment we were primarily interested

in usability and environment realism. Early trials of the environment featured computer controlled

non-player characters (NPCs). However, initial experiments with NPC movement, based on game

supported scripting, had NPCs being trapped in rooms with fires. It was felt that this would distress

users in an evaluation study and interfere with their own evacuation from the virtual environment.

Therefore no NPCs were included in the user study environments31.

A user study of the fire drill evacuation scenarios was conducted to investigate the usability and

realism of the constructed virtual environment and whether the computer game development tools are

suitable for rapidly prototyping virtual environments. The study aimed to collect performance metrics

of building evacuation times, subjective responses from questionnaires and video/audio data for later

analysis.

5 Evaluation Study

Twelve participants volunteered for the study and were recruited through university mailing lists. They

consisted of 2 females and 10 males with ages ranging between 18 and 52. All participants used

computers on a daily basis and for work activities. Eleven participants used computers for educational

activities and nine participants used computers for entertainment. Seven participants reported

30The lack of fire science provided by the game technology will be discussed further in Section 7.
31The use of NPCs and the inclusion of other human participants is part of our future work and will be considered in

Section 8.
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frequent, i.e. at least once a week, computer game usage describing themselves as novices (0),

experienced players (5) and expert players (2). Participants were paid four pounds (UK£) for

participation and all twelve participants completed the three fire evacuation scenarios. The evaluation

study was approved after independent scrutiny by the Ethics Committee of the Department of

Computer Science, Durham University.

The evaluation was carried out in an empty office. The equipment consisted of an ERGO

Notebook PC with Twin Intel 1.66GHz CPU’s, 504MB of RAM, Windows XP SP2 and a standard

mouse. The fire evacuation mod was loaded into the single player version of Half-Life2 in offline mode.

Navigation in the environment was by the arrow keys on the Notebook PC and a standard mouse.

5.1 Procedure

Demographic, computer usage and computer game usage data was gathered in a pre-session

questionnaire. A consent form was also signed by all participants. This included explicit permission for

the use of video footage collected during the sessions.

On entering the study room, the evaluator (the second author) introduced the equipment and

explained its function. The participants were given an information sheet outlining the tasks that they

were about to attempt, i.e. to evacuate the building in the event of a fire alarm. In each scenario, the

participants started on the ground floor of the virtual building and were requested to navigate to the

staff room on the 3rd floor32 and to wait. Three seconds after entering the staff room a fire alarm

sounded. Participants were then instructed to exit the building.

Cooperative evaluation [43] was used in the evaluations. This is a concurrent think-aloud verbal

protocol where users are encouraged to treat the evaluation as a shared experience with the evaluator

and may ask questions at any time. As the sessions were recorded on video, the verbal protocol allowed

evacuation decisions to be elicited and captured, for example any movement decisions participants

made while evacuating the virtual building. Cooperative evaluation has been successfully used in a

number of virtual environment evaluations [23, 39, 40].

After completing the three scenarios participants were thanked for their help and asked to

complete a post-session questionnaire. This questionnaire contained questions about their satisfaction

with the interface, realism of the simulation and engagement with the scenarios.

32In navigating to the 3rd floor of the building from the ground floor using a stairwell allowed the participants to gain
experience in using the arrow keys to move in the virtual building.
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N = 12 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Average 165.83 66 138.58
Std Dev. 82.75 31.84 70.13
Max. 350 137 328
Min. 73 34 76

Table 1: Time taken, in seconds, to evacuate the virtual building over the three scenarios.

6 Results

The main objectives of the evaluation studies were to investigate the usability and realism of the

virtual environment and whether public domain game development tools are suitable for rapidly

prototyping virtual environments. We were also interested in any differences in participant behaviour

based on previous gaming experience.

6.1 Performance Metrics

Table 1 summarises the time taken, in seconds, to evacuate the virtual building over the three scenarios.

The scenarios were also walked through in the real building, obtaining a time of 82 seconds for

scenario 1, 40 seconds for scenario 2 and 60 seconds for scenario 3. The results for the virtual

environment show that the times are generally longer than in real life, which could be due to interface

control issues or unfamiliarity with virtual environments, although they follow a similar pattern, i.e.

scenario 2 took less time to complete than scenarios 1 and 3.

The variance in times within a scenario could be explained by the amount of previous experience

the participants had with virtual environments or experience with FPS games. This could give

participants an advantage when navigating in 3D virtual environments. Therefore in the pre-session

questionnaire, the participants were asked to indicate their level of experience with computer games.

Figure 4: Average time taken in a scenario by participants of each experience level.

Figure 4 shows that the evacuation times for each scenario were affected by the amount of gaming

experience of the participant, with more experienced participants completing the scenarios in less time.
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However, the overall pattern for the three scenarios within an experience group stays the same.

6.2 Participant Questionnaires

Five of the questions in the post-session questionnaires provided a numerical scale for the participants

to indicate preferences with 1 representing a low score and 7 representing a high score. The data

gathered through these questions has been summarised in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Box plot summary of questionnaire results.

Figure 5 shows that the responses to most of the questions did not vary greatly, as the

interquartile ranges do not show a large spread. In most cases, it is the minimum values that differ

most significantly from the rest of the results, i.e. there is a negative skew. The box plot for the

question referring to the attention/focus of the participants shows that all participants selected 6 or 7,

implying that nothing broke concentration of any participant significantly. The interquartile range for

the question referring to navigation difficulty shows a larger spread of responses than for the other

questions, which could be due to the amount of previous experience participants had with playing

computer games or navigating virtual environments.

In addition Figure 5 shows that for the realism of the virtual environment, ratings were generally

high with the mean being slightly less than six. The four participants who were the quickest to

evacuate were all gamers - two experienced, two experts, three of whom rated the realism as six and

the other rating it as a seven. Out of the four participants who took the longest to evacuate, there were

two non-gamers and two experienced gamers. Their ratings had a slightly larger spread, one rating

realism as five, two rating realism as a six and one as a seven. These results indicate that the model

provided a high degree of realism. Participants who were familiar with the building being modelled, i.e.

staff and students from the Computer Science department, commented that some familiar objects that

they would expect to see were missing, which if present may have helped with their orientation in the

virtual space.

The virtual environment was also rated on the realism of the fire evacuation task itself. The
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ratings were on average between five and six, but there was a larger negative skew. The four

participants who were the quickest to evacuate all rated the fire evacuation task as six. However, the

four participants who took the longest all gave different ratings: two, four, five and seven. Some of the

comments on unrealistic elements in this area were that the fires were in unrealistic places, for example,

on a stairwell. Participants commented that it was sometimes difficult to tell where the smoke was

coming from and other cues such as heat indicators would have helped to make it more realistic.

6.3 Participant behaviour

Finally, the suitability of using game engines for producing training simulators was considered, with

respect to participant behaviour within the fire evacuation scenarios. One possible disadvantage of

using game engines for training simulators is that participants who are experienced with playing games

may treat the simulation like a game, ignoring danger cues and not interacting with the environment as

they would in real life.

There were two problems that did arise that may be due to the fact that the simulation had been

created using a game engine. The first problem was that most participants did not expect to use a

window exit in the third scenario when all the other exits were blocked. Five participants (42%)

decided to look for a window to either signal for help or use it as an escape route, but the other seven

participants (58%) did not try the windows until they were suggested as a possibility by the evaluator.

This may have been due to most participants assuming that this kind of functionality was not available

in the virtual environment, as the only other elements for interaction were doors.

The second problem was that in the third scenario, few participants avoided opening doors with

smoke coming under them. This was intentionally added to the scenario to test evacuee behaviours to

this dangerous situation. Nine participants (75%) either hesitated to approach because of the smoke or

got so close that their avatar was injured by the heat from the fire behind the door, but still opened the

door to make sure the route was blocked. Only three participants (25%) decided not to open the doors

because of the smoke. In an actual fire, the heat and sound of the fire would be more apparent and

would do more to discourage people from opening the doors than just the visual cues from the smoke.

In both cases, the game-based environment has interfered with the participants expectations of

environment veracity. Two possible solutions are (i) a reconfiguration of input and output channels for

the interaction and (ii) increasing the level of realism. For the evacuations described in this paper, user

input and output was via a standard laptop. Navigation was enabled via the laptops arrow keys. As

this is a common gaming key layout, changing this may avoid participants moving into a gaming

mindset33. Also moving the output channel to a large external monitor may help users relate better to

33In post evaluation demonstrations of the environment, a Xbox 360 controller was used for navigation. This significantly
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the first-person experience. The aim would be to modify the level of realism and immersion in the

scenario to increase the degree of presence to the point where the user accepts the computer generated

experience, at least temporarily, as real [21].

7 Discussion

Realism in virtual environments plays an important role in supporting any higher levels goals such as

user training or accessing user awareness of, in this case hazardous, situations. In the context of fire

drills, realism requirements are in (i) the built environment, (ii) the behaviour of the fire, and smoke,

and (iii) the features of the scenario, for example fire placement, exit routes and crowd behaviour.

In most virtual environment developments there are tradeoffs between environment realism. In

many cases this is a resource issue. Photo-realistic environments are expensive to build and

computational expensive to render and display. However, particularly in this case, a non-realistic

environment may influence user behaviour, for example with users treating the exercise as only a game.

One way to avoid this is to import as many real environment assets into the virtual environment as

possible. In the fire drill environment, floor plans were used to provide an accurate layout of the virtual

building and digital photos of common textures were used to populate the virtual building, for example

floor tiles, staircase features and wall posters. In this way the environment context, as a multi-storey

building included expected features such as fire exit signs, thus providing a realistic context for the

virtual fire drills. However it is also important that the fires encountered are also realistic.

The level of fire science used in the work presented here is limited to what was provided by the

core game engine. Fire entities had associated smoke, damaged user avatars if they moved too near and

over time spread within room boundaries. As evacuation times in the tested scenarios were brief, on

average less than four minutes, there was little need for extensive modelling of the fires. Primarily the

drills were to identify user behaviour to the presence of fire and how users navigated escape routes. If

scenarios required users to be in the building longer, for example if they were trapped by fires before

rescue or if the virtual building was significantly larger (i.e. [44, 46]), then there would be a

requirement for more complex fire and smoke behaviour. The effects of fire and smoke on the

environment, for example fire moving between floors, and the toxic effects of fumes on users would be

necessary. Fortunately, game engines can facilitate some of these behaviours, for example reducing the

health of users when under water in games could be modified to indicate the effects of smoke and

fumes. Also many game engines provide access to source code (see [42]) so, if required, more realistic

fire science behaviour could be integrated, for instance via the Fire Dynamics Simulator34. This would,

intensified game-like behaviour with participants regularly jumping down stairwells and running through fires.
34http://www.fire.nist.gov/fds/ [last access 12/11/2008].
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however, be at the cost of development time and require additional developer skills.

It is also important that the definition of the scenarios themselves match user expectations. In the

evaluation study, three fire drill scenarios were used. Each was designed to be unique, single participant

based, with single valid escape route and having special features of interest to test participants’ fire

drill behaviour, for example closed doors with smoke coming underneath. Some participants felt that

realism in the scenarios had been compromised by the scenario construction. For example, during the

evaluations, comments were made on the placement of the fires. Participants encountered fires on

opposite sides of the building, forcing them down a single escape path. In the type of building that was

modelled, a fire with a number of separate start points, particularly in areas without flammable

material, such as in stairways, would be very unlikely. Also the sterile nature of the virtual

environment influenced the realism of the scenarios. Participants commented on the emptiness of some

corridors, i.e. the lack of corridor clutter and other evacuees, and participants familiar with the actual

building noted that some features were missing from the virtual building. Again, there is a trade-off

between the accuracy of the virtual building representation, the addition of NPCs and development

time. With a rapid prototyping approach some simplification is inevitable. However, the final aim of a

fire drill environment will also determine building realism. If the aim is to test evacuations from a

particular real world building then there will be some minimum realism requirements for the virtual

representation. The virtual building must be recognisable and have features that allow training in the

virtual world to influence real world behaviour. Alternatively, if the aim is to elicit participants’

current fire drill behaviour or to train for behaviour improvement, then a more generic building, with

set fire events and computer-based crowds, may be preferable.

There are also number of game-oriented issues that have been identified. Prior experience of

interacting with virtual environments can have a notable increase in user’s performance in virtual

environment evaluations [6, 7]. As one of the most commonly encountered virtual environments is the

modern 3D computer game, this can be problematic in environments using game technology. To

balance gaming experience in such evaluations, participants could either be pre-screened for gaming

ability to balance any experimental groups, or all participants could be trained [7] to an experience

benchmark, for example reaching some ability threshold before commencing the actual evaluation.

Both methods could be costly in requiring additional environments to be developed and in the added

time to test or train participants. There are clearly cost benefit trade-offs to these issues and gathering

evidence to support this is ongoing research [38].

One issue with the use of off-the-shelf technology is that of licensing. The importance of this to a

development will be in the nature of the individual project. Many game engines are free to use for

non-commercial applications and provide software development kits (SDKs) for this purpose (see [42]).
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However, in order to access complete source code of a game engine, which may be required to integrate

accurate fire science, complex NPC behaviour or custom networking, full licensing may be needed35.

However, the nature of rapid prototyping is that the developed product is only a prototype or proof of

concept, and in such cases may be thrown away before development of a full product begins. Therefore

computer game technology provides an inexpensive development environment for identifying

requirements and evaluating initial user behaviour to fire features and events. In some cases, resources

developed for the prototype could be imported into a latter development. Although there is a lack of

interchange formats between game engines, as many use proprietary formats, some game engines, such

as the Source Engine, provide a text-based format. In this case map and level information could be

exchanged and reused between developments.

As game engine technology develops, more realistic fire science will be available within core game

engines. Also complex NPC behaviour is now becoming available for addition into game modifications.

Finally, there is an expanding game modification community worldwide, producing ever more complex

game modifications and third-party tools to integrate new and existing technology into game engines.

Linking realistic fire science to the usability and robustness of game technology has great promise for

rapidly prototyping simulations of custom buildings for fire evaluation drills.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

Virtual environments can support the training and observation of fire evacuee behaviours in virtual 3D

models based on real world buildings. However complex virtual environments can be difficult to build.

This paper has shown how the reuse of computer game technology can aid the rapid prototyping of a

fire evacuation virtual environment. Over a three week period, a single developer constructed a realistic

model of a real world building which was populated with fire drill evacuation scenarios and evaluated.

While participants found the simulated environment realistic, performance metrics indicated clustering

in the results based on participants gaming experience.

It was found that a participants previous experience at playing computer games played an

important part in their experience of a game engine-based simulation. Therefore, this could affect

results in other virtual environment simulations.

Some dangerous behaviour was exhibited by participants, for example ignoring smoke coming from

under doors. This is problematic if good fire evacuation procedures are to be learnt. This may require

virtual environments to have a variety of visual or audio cues to compensate the lack of heat and odour

35Actual costs for full licensing are difficult to determine as game developers commonly require a non-disclosure agreement
as part of the negotiation. One exception is the licensing for Jupiter Ex with licensing packages ranging from US$15, 000
to US$55, 000 depending on developer options.
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cues found in real environments, for instance an indication of doors becoming hot with a red handle.

Future work includes investigating features in the environment that will increase the realism of the

experience. One limitation of this virtual environment was that the fire extinguishers could not be

used. Four participants wanted to try and use the fire extinguishers, but this feature was not

implemented. Half-Life2 does not provide a functional fire extinguisher that can put out fires.

Although the use of fire extinguishers may be secondary to evacuating a building, we are investigating

adding this functionality by altering the source code of the Source Engine.

Finally when people are attempting to exit a building, an individuals actions may affect other

peoples actions. For example, an individuals choice of exit may not just depend on how close an exit is;

it may also depend on how many people are heading towards an exit, e.g. a crowd may make an exit

difficult to reach [20]. The Source Engine provides the functionality for limited artificial intelligent

NPCs which can be instructed to navigate through the environment based on event triggers. We intend

to explore the possibility of adding NPCs into the evacuation scenarios and exploiting the multi-player

networked facilities of Half-Life2 to enable multiple human participants to experience the same fire drill

scenario concurrently.
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10 Figure Captions

Figure 1: Virtual model view (left) including fire entities and accompanying smoke and real world view

(right) of a stairwell.

Figure 2: The completed model geometry in the Hammer editor.
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Figure 3: Virtual model (left) and real building (right) views of the Computer Science department.

Figure 4: Average time taken in a scenario by participants of each experience level.

Figure 5: Box plot summary of questionnaire results.
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